Purpose:
1. Make booklet titled “What are they talking about? – Simple meanings to vocabulary about education and how they can help you earn your diploma.” available to students and families.
2. Provide an opportunity for parents to participate in terminology review.

School Arena Conferences:
Place booklets, both languages, on chairs used by parents and families when they’re waiting to meet with teachers. Provide parents flash cards, so that they can have any easy tool for family follow-up at home.

School Event/Activity Fair:
1. Print questions in a larger format, 4” x 5” for example.
2. Create an activity board with the questions.
3. Print answers and lay the answers out on a table.
4. Ask families to match the answer with the question – taping (or Velcro) the answer underneath the question.
5. When they’re correct, enter them in a drawing for school supplies or similar prize.